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Abstract1

Soil dynamic parameters such as shear wave velocity and damping ratio are2

of major interest in earthquake engineering. While the shear wave velocity,3

directly linked to the shear modulus, can be determined by a number of lab-4

oratory and in-situ tests with satisfying accuracy the damping ratio is much5

more difficult to obtain. Especially the results of in-situ experiments show of-6

ten large variations. This is in general due to the troublesome determination7

of precise signal amplitudes whether in time or frequency domain related with8

these techniques.9

The paper presented comes back to a relationship between attenuation and10

velocity dispersion of body waves which replaces the measurement of the am-11

plitude characteristics of seismic signals by a frequency dependent velocity12

function. The implementation of this method has previously shown to be diffi-13

cult because of the very small levels of dispersion observed in seismic data. Our14

approach aims to overcome the problem by applying a multi-channel spectral15

analysis which is widely used in surface wave testing to calculate a velocity16

dispersion. Multi-channel measurements have shown to be more tolerant to er-17

roneous phase characteristics of single seismic traces than the more common18

two station measurements.19

The velocity dispersion curve is extracted from a phase velocity - frequency20

spectrum and the damping ratio is calculated by fitting a theoretical dispersion21

curve to the extracted curve. The method is demonstrated on correlated data22

of a seismic downhole test performed using a S-wave vibrator source. The23

obtained results show a reasonable agreement with damping ratios found in24
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the literature for similar soils.25

Key words:
26

material damping ratio, attenuation, dispersion curve, phase velocity, shear wave.27

1 Introduction28

The knowledge of dynamic soil parameters is essential to predict the response of soils29

to dynamic loading and therefore highly relevant in earthquake engineering. Besides30

the field of earthquake engineering the modeling of seismic wave propagation in order31

to evaluate the vibrational effects of infrastructural projects on existing buildings32

and environment is of major concern.33

One of the dynamic soil parameters dominating the wave propagation is damping.34

The damping describes the process of inelastic energy loss of a seismic wave trav-35

eling though a medium leading to the attenuation of the amplitude of this wave.36

The mechanisms causing energy loss are manifold. There are friction attenuation37

by relative sliding among grains and cracks [1], wave induced fluid flow as squirt-38

flow [2] and wave induced gas exsolution and dissolution [3] which all convert the39

elastic wave energy into heat. Another group of mechanisms is wave scattering by40

heterogeneities such as cracks and pore structures which is influenced by the size,41

shape and density of the pore fabric and pore-fluid interactions [4]. However, the42

governing damping mechanisms in soils are not understood thoroughly to allow a43

sufficient modeling and are summarized in a parameter called material damping44

ratio D. The material damping ratio represents the inelastic energy dissipation and45

needs to be distinguished from damping caused by the geometrical spreading of46

waves.47

At small strain levels the material damping is related to the frequency-independent48

hysteretic damping which appears as hysteresis loop in the stress-strain diagram49
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[5]. The energy dissipated in the material during one cycle of a harmonic oscillation50

can be calculated by the inside area of this hysteresis loop. Laboratory tests such51

as low frequency torsional shear or cyclic triaxial tests make use of the stress-strain52

behavior and determine the damping ratio directly from the hysteresis loop [6, 7, 8].53

Knopoff [9] gives the relationship between the dissipation factor Q−1 and a frequency54

independent damping ratio D:55

1

Q
=

1

2π

∆E

E
= 2D (1)

where ∆E is the energy loss during one loading cycle, E is the peak strain energy56

stored during the cycle and Q the so called quality factor.57

The damping ratio can vary for the different types of body waves in principle.58

However, the damping ratio estimated from shear waves DS is considered as the59

primary quantity of interest in geotechnical engineering [10]. Even though damping60

is originated from pore-scale mechanisms the soil state on a macro-scale influences61

the damping ratio. Damping is e.g. sensitive to mean effective stress, void ratio,62

geological age, cementation, overconsolidation ratio (OCR), plasticity index, cyclic63

strain, strain rate and the number of loading cycles [11].64

In practice, several testing techniques are available to access the small-strain stiff-65

ness and also the damping ratio. Among the laboratory measurements the resonant66

column, torsional shear and the cyclic triaxial test are best established [12]. They67

are based on observing the behavior of a soil sample at resonance, during free oscil-68

lation or making directly use of the measured phase shift between stress and strain.69

Another approach to obtain small-strain stiffness parameters on the laboratory scale70

is to measure wave velocities in samples by mean of piezoceramic elements such as71

bender elements, compressional elements or shear plates [13]. The methods based on72

piezoceramic elements, especially bender elements, have gained an increasing popu-73
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larity during the last decades. Occasionally, these methods where extended for the74

determination of the damping ratio using a spectral ratio [14] or a resonant approach75

[15, 16]. Although the results of the methods show reasonable agreement regarding76

the small-strain stiffness, the measured damping ratio often shows major variations.77

Comparative studies of Cavallaro et al. [17] for instance concluded that damping78

values obtained from the resonant column test are consistently overestimated in79

respect to those measured in torsional shear tests.80

Nevertheless, laboratory experiments offer the possibility to investigate individual81

processes and factors influencing the damping ratio closely. They are often essential82

in the interpretation of in-situ measurements [18, 19, 20, 21]. For example, numerous83

studies have revealed the importance of the degree of saturation on shear modulus84

and damping ratio in geomaterials and reported a higher shear modulus and lower85

damping in unsaturated soils due to the presence of inter-particle suction stresses86

that increase the soil stiffness [22, 23, 24, 25]. Anyhow, in view of specimen dis-87

turbances during soil sampling in-situ measurements have advantages compared to88

laboratory measurements as they allow the determination of the low strain damping89

ratio in undisturbed soil [8]. Steward [26] reported for instance that in-situ tests on90

small strain levels generally give greater damping values compared to those obtained91

from laboratory tests.92

The available in-situ methods divide into crosshole, downhole and surface wave93

techniques. The crosshole approach focuses in general on the interpretation of hor-94

izontally traveling waves. In case of crosshole tomography also inclined wave paths95

are considered. The borehole based downhole method, also known as Vertical Seis-96

mic Profiling (VSP), finds its counterparts in the world of direct-push testing in the97

shape of Seismic Cone Penetration Test (SCPT) and Seismic Dilatometer Testing98

(SDMT). Surface wave methods differ in the way of data acquisition either by two99

receivers only (Spectral Analysis of Surface Waves - SASW) or by a receiver array100
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(Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves - MASW) and the kind of data processing.101

The soil dynamic moduli are regularly calculated based on measured in-situ wave102

velocities. However, the determination of the damping ratio cannot be considered as103

an established field technique. Some studies use the half-power bandwidth method104

for SASW [12], a spectral ratio approach for SCPT and VSP [10, 27, 26], a fre-105

quency - wavenumber amplitude regression [28] and an adaption of a theoretical to106

an experimental mobility function [29] to calculate damping ratio from experimen-107

tal data. Occasionally the damping ratio is derived from the dispersion properties108

of seismic waves [10]. In the field of surface wave testing Lai and Rix [30] developed109

a technique for the simultaneous inversion of surface wave dispersion and attenua-110

tion curves taking the coupling between both properties into account. Anyway, Lai111

and Özcebe [31] reported that Ds and the shear wave velocity Vs are usually still112

measured independently using different procedures and interpretation methods and113

therefore neglecting the coupling effect between the two.114

Meza-Fajardo and Lai [32, 33] proposed a model of energy dissipation in soils based115

on a linear viscoelastic material behavior. A distinctive feature of this linear vis-116

coelasticity theory is that the parameters phase velocity Vχ(ω), the attenuation117

coefficient αχ(ω) and Dχ(ω) are functions of frequency f , represented by the cir-118

cular frequency ω = 2πf . The index χ denotes for P- or S-wave. The principle119

of physical causality is satisfied if velocity and damping are not considered inde-120

pendently. Their functional dependency is expressed by the Kramers-Kronig (KK)121

relation also known as dispersion equations. Meza-Fajardo [32] provided a solution122

for P-and S-wave phase velocity as a function of the damping ratio. Equation (2)123

gives the solution for S-waves:124

VS(ω)

VS(0)
=

√

√

√

√

√

2
√

1 + 4D2
S(ω)

1 +
√

1 + 4D2
S(ω)

exp

[

1

π

∫

∞

x=0

ω2 arctan (2DS(x))

x(ω2 − x2)
dx

]

(2)
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Equation (3) represents the inverse solution for the material damping ratio as a125

function of the phase velocity:126

DS(ω) =

2ωVS(ω)
π

∫

∞

x=0
dx

VS(x) (x2
−ω2)

[

2ωVS(ω)
π

∫

∞

x=0
dx

VS(x) (x2
−ω2)

]2
− 1

(3)

where VS(0) describes the limit of VS as ω approaches zero. The integrals are of the127

Cauchy type since they contain a singularity within the integration range for x = ω128

which requires special attention while performing the numerical integration.129

The dependency between Vs(ω) and Ds(ω) stated by the KK relation allows the130

calculation of one of the two parameters by measurement of the other. Determining131

the damping ratio reduces therefore to the determination of the dispersion behav-132

ior which avoids problems related to measuring accurate signal amplitudes and the133

compensation of coupling effects of source and receivers required by other tech-134

niques.135

The solution presented by Meza-Fajardo and Lai [33] is in agreement with a rate-136

independent damping, i.e. a hysteretic damping, which is often postulated in seis-137

mology. Within their paper they showed that there is an excellent agreement of the138

exact solution of equation (3) to a dispersion relation presented by Liu et al. [34]139

and later by Aki and Richards [35] which is often used in seismology:140

VS(ω) =
VS(ωref )

1 + 2DS

π
ln

ωref

ω

(4)

Lai and Özcebe [31] determined the damping ratio using equation (2) and (3) for141

an in-situ crosshole data set. They found that the experimental frequency range of142

the data was too limited and needed to be extended further to allow more reliable143

calculations.144

Within our paper we present a technique to determine the damping ratio by a multi-145
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channel spectral analysis of seismic downhole data. A shear wave vibrator source146

was used to generate seismic signals at the surface. Data were acquired by a digital147

borehole geophone clamped mechanically to the borehole wall. Data gathered in148

the time domain were transferred into the phase velocity - frequency domain by149

applying a discrete Fourier transform on the time axis and a discrete slant stack on150

the distance axis. The phase velocity - frequency spectra of the data was calculated151

and a dispersion curve was obtained by picking the maximum energy within a certain152

frequency range. Finally, a numerical fit of the theoretical dispersion relation given153

in equation (4) to the experimental dispersion curve was carried out to calculate154

the damping ratio DS . In our paper we discuss the theoretical background of the155

dispersion relation used and the determination of the phase velocity - frequency156

spectra. Furthermore, the experimental results of the downhole study at one test157

site down to 100 m are presented. Results are compared to available damping values158

reported in the literature.159

2 Theoretical considerations160

2.1 Dispersion relation161

Aki and Richards [35] showed that any attenuation-dispersion relationship based162

on causality and considering the definition of the seismic quality factor QS =163

ω/[2αS VS(ω)] must satisfy the following equation:164

ω

VS(ω)
=

ω

VS(∞)
+ H [αS(ω)]

=
ω

ω(∞)
+

1

π

∫

∞

−∞

αS(ω′)

ω − ω′
dω′ = 2QS αS(ω) (5)

where VS(∞) is the limit of VS(ω) if ω approaches infinity. The Hilbert transform165
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H [αS(ω)] returns the function αS(ω) with a π/2 phase shift. If one assumes a166

constant QS equation (5) implies that one has to allow that the phase velocity can167

vary with frequency to a certain extend. The concept of a constant QS is based168

on the superposition of different relaxation mechanism in soils as described by Liu169

et al. [34] and Toverud and Ursin [36, 37]. Azimi et al. [38] studied the frequency170

dependency of the phase velocity. They discussed several absorption models which171

explain the wave propagation behavior in media. Azimi’s second model has been172

found to agree with many seismic observations and its form of αS(ω) has become173

widely accepted [39]:174

αS(ω) =
αS,0 ω

1 + αS,1 ω
(6)

where αS,0 and αS,1 are constants and αS,1 ω ≪ 1. With equation (6) the Hilbert175

transform can be expressed as:176

H [αS(ω)] =
2αS,0 ω

π(1 − α2
S,1 ω2)

ln
1

αS,1 ω
(7)

Assuming that the term α2
S,1 ω2 can be neglected for αS,1 ω ≪ 1 and large ω one177

can apply equation (7) to equation (5) and receives:178

1

VS(ω)
=

1

VS(∞)
+

2αS,0

π
ln

1

αS,1 ω
(8)

Considering the ratio of the phase velocities at two different frequencies ω and ωref179

and with Q−1 = 2αS,0 VS(∞) = 2DS one obtains the following dispersion relation:180

VS(ωref )

VS(ω)
= 1 +

2αS,0 VS(∞)

π
ln

ωref

ω

≈ 1 +
1

πQS

ln
ωref

ω
= 1 +

2DS

π
ln

ωref

ω
(9)

The equation above (9) is equivalent to equation (4). As stated in the introduction181
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already equation (4) provides a close approximation for the more complex approach182

given in equation (2) for the case of a constant damping ratio within the frequency183

range of interest.184

Figure 1 illustrates the frequency dependency of the phase velocity given by equa-185

tion (9) for three constant damping ratios. The figure shows the asymptotic increase186

of VS(ω) with frequency. Greater damping leads to a greater phase velocity increase.187

The slope of the dispersion curves around the reference frequency is almost propor-188

tional to the change of the damping ratio. Therefore, uncertainties in determining189

the phase velocity will be more significant to smaller damping ratios. In general,190

phase velocities have to be determined with high accuracy.191

[Figure 1 about here.]192

2.2 Phase velocity - frequency spectra193

In order to be able to make use of the discussed relationship between the phase194

velocity of the shear wave and the damping ratio, seismic signals at a number of195

distances from the source have to be recorded. Supposing a repeatable source the196

signals do not need to originate from the same source event but may be assembled197

from different events. In any case a data set combining signals recorded at different198

locations is required. The spacing between the receiver positions and the total length199

of the receiver array needs to be chosen according to the general rules to avoid spatial200

aliasing and to ensure a sufficient coverage for long wave lengths.201

The dispersion curve, containing the dependency of the phase velocity from the202

frequency, is obtained by calculating a phase velocity - frequency spectrum from the203

multi-channel data set. The transfer from the time-distance domain (t, x) into the204

phase velocity - frequency domain (V, ω) is performed by means of a combination of205
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Fourier and slant stack transformation. The procedure is comparable to the method206

of data processing for MASW data described in Park et al. [40].207

All wave field transformation techniques to obtain the phase velocity dispersion are208

based on the assumption that the investigated wave field does not include wave209

components which velocity depends on the position of the receivers along the cov-210

ered travel path. If such components are present the method would provide in the211

best case an averaged dispersion curve. In other cases, e.g. if wavelets are traveling212

backwards caused by back scattering at embedded objects, voids, fissures or layer213

interfaces, the generated phase velocity - frequency spectrum is possibly vigorously214

disturbed and not evaluable at all. Therefore, the path on which the wave transform215

is to be applied should be carefully selected to avoid inhomogeneous inclusions and216

abrupt changes of the material stiffness. However, gradual changes of the stiffness,217

e.g. caused by an increasing overburden pressure, are unavoidable in case of the218

processing of downhole data. These are covered to certain degree by the averaging219

behavior of the transformation method.220

At first a Fourier transformation is applied to the time-distance representation221

u(x, t) of the multi-channel data set resulting in the frequency representation U(x, ω):222

U(x, ω) =

∫

u(x, t) eiωt dt (10)

which can be expressed in discrete form as:223

U(x, ω) =
n−1
∑

k=1

u(x, tk) eiωtk (tk+1 − tk) (11)

Afterwards the slant stack operation is used on U(x, ω) with phase velocity V :224

I(ω, V ) =

∫

e−i ω
V

x U(x, ω)

|U(x, ω)|
dx (12)
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The effect of geometrical spreading along the receiver layout is compensated by225

normalizing U(x, ω) by the amplitudes of its Fourier coefficients |U(x, ω)|. Peaks226

in the I(ω, V ) field will give the indication for the dispersion curve which can be227

constructed by following the locus of these peaks along the frequency axis ω.228

The representation of equation 12 for discrete arrays is:229

I(ω, V ) =
n−1
∑

k=1

e−i ω
V

xk
U(xk, ω)

|U(xk, ω)|
(xk+1 − xk) (13)

This expression shows that the succession of observation points (xk+1−xk) does not230

need to be necessarily equidistant. We will make use of this finding later applying231

the transformation to non-uniformly spaced experimental data.232

3 Field experiment233

3.1 Test site234

The test site is located in the city of Hannover, Lower Saxony, Germany. Boreholes235

drilled to a depth of about 100 m are available at the site. Borehole information236

of one of the boreholes show a lithologic classification into three distinct layers: a237

shallow layer of quaternary fine and coarse sands down to 6 m, an intermediate238

layer of quaternary gravel between depths of 6 and 19 m and a cretaceous chalky239

claystone down to the final depth of the boreholes. A description of the site can be240

found in Ehosioke [41, 42]. However, previous seismic tomographic results point to241

a heterogeneity in the subsurface between these two boreholes. A downhole test was242

carried out at a borehole in about 100 m distance from the borehole from which the243

site stratigraphy is concluded. The gathered data of this test were used to study the244

seismic S-wave velocity dispersion behavior in the frequency range up to 100 Hz.245
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The results are given and discussed within this work.246

3.2 Experimental setup247

The downhole test was carried out in borehole PRAKLA 1 located at the North-248

East corner of the site. A sketch of the test set-up can be found in figure 2. The249

borehole is PVC cased with an inner diameter of 105 mm. A digital three component250

borehole geophone type BGK1000 was used to acquire P- and S-waves at different251

depths. The borehole geophone was mechanically clamped to the borehole wall with252

a defined coupling force to ensure an equal clamping pressure at each depth. The253

borehole geophone is equipped with a triaxial sensor system consisting of elements254

of the type GEO OMNI 25-2400 HT. The sensors have a natural frequency of255

15 Hz. An in-built magnetic compass was used to obtain the sensor orientation in256

the borehole.257

A S-wave vibrator system MHV-4S developed by Leibnitz Institute of Applied Geo-258

science (LIAG) with a mass of 4 t and a maximum peak force of 30 kN was used to259

generate seismic signals with two different excitation direction. The vibrator source260

produces strong horizontally polarized S-waves. The P-wave component is still suf-261

ficient for the identification of the arrival time but its amplitudes are in comparison262

to the amplitude of the S-wave almost neglectable. Therefore, the application of a263

window to the signals in order to mute the P-wave can be avoided. Another advan-264

tage of using a vibrator system compared to an impact source is to have control on265

the frequency content of the seismic signals transmitted into the ground. The linear266

10 s sweeps were generated within a total recording time of 12 s. The sweep signals267

ranged from 25 to 150 Hz. The vibrator was located at a distance of 5.40 m from268

the borehole. Sweeps with opposite excitation direction, i.e. with polarity East (E)269

and West (W), were generated and recorded.270
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[Figure 2 about here.]271

3.3 Data processing272

The correlated seismic traces acquired at the different receiver positions were sorted273

according to their depths. Based on the compass reading the component giving274

the particle motion parallel to the vibrator excitation direction was calculated by275

means of the Alford rotation [43] from the two horizontal channels. Since the276

multi-receiver record is assembled by single-receiver records the repeatability of the277

source is of significance. The used vibrator system has shown a high repeatability278

during previous downhole projects were this issue was checked by means of a surface279

geophone. Arrival times for P- and S-wave were manually picked using the software280

ReflexW. Figure 3 shows the rotated seismic signals and the arrival times for the281

East direction. Besides the P- and S-wave arrivals of the direct traveling waves282

no obvious other arrivals from reflected or refracted waves can be seen. The S-wave283

arrival times indicate the presence of two major lithologies, i.e. the quaternary sand-284

gravel deposits down to a depth of about 35 m (zone 1) followed by the clay stone285

formation (zone 2). This agrees qualitatively with our knowledge of the site but the286

depth of the bedrock is very different from the borehole information of the reference287

borehole in 100 m distance. This confirms the high lateral geological variability of288

the site. Calculated average seismic velocities of the two identified zones are given289

in the bar diagram of figure 3.290

[Figure 3 about here.]291

In order to calculate the damping ratios the phase velocity - frequency spectra were292

generated following the procedure described in section 2.2. Neither a window nor293

any filter was applied to the seismic traces. However, due to the normalization of294

the Fourier coefficients as described in equation 12 those parts of the spectra outside295
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the frequency range of the sweep excitation, i.e. below 25 and above 150 Hz, which296

contain without normalization only very small amounts of energy, are amplified to297

the same level as the main frequency range. These parts are virtually meaningless298

and should not be considered for interpretation.299

The data set was divided into two sub sets at the depth of the interface between the300

two lithological zones. Figure 4 shows the phase velocity - frequency spectra for the301

two zones on example of the polarization direction E. Phase velocity maxima were302

manually picked within a frequency range of about 25 to 60 Hz. Additionally, the303

mean phase velocity VMean of the picked data was calculated for further reference.304

The spectra show besides the branches for the main maxima labeled as A two305

interesting other features. The first phenomenon, the lower branches labeled as B are306

due spatial aliasing. The spacing of the virtual receiver array limits the resolution of307

small wavelengths. The energy of wave components with wavelengths below a certain308

threshold value are not properly represented and appear ordered to these almost309

linear lower branches. The second feature are branches above the main branch. The310

most significant of them is are labeled as C. These are due to spectral leakage in311

the spatial domain. Parts of the energy of the main branch appears as parallel side312

branches. The effect intensifies with a shorter total length of the virtual receiver313

array. Therefore it is more pronounced in the spectrum of zone 1. The array of314

zone 2 is almost double as long as the array of zone 1.315

[Figure 4 about here.]316

The simplex search method of Lagarias et al. [44] was applied in order to fit equa-317

tion 4 to the picked experimental dispersion curve. The independent parameters318

DS , V (ωref ) and ωref of the equation required an optimization with three degrees319

of freedom. During the iterative procedure a total residual was minimized, in this320

case the sum of squared differences between the phase velocity of experimental and321
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calculated dispersion curve at the picked frequencies. The three-dimensional opti-322

mization used the phase velocity and the frequency at the center of the dispersion323

curve as initial values for V (ωref ) and ωref , respectively. The starting value for DS324

was visually adjusted according to the approximate slope of the experimental dis-325

persion curve. The optimization process was unconstrained and continued until no326

significant changes of DS were observed and the sum of squared residuals reached327

a minimum.328

During the processing of the dispersion curves it became obvious that the fit pa-329

rameters including DS are extraordinary sensitive to points of the dispersion curve330

close to the left and right boundaries of the used frequency range. This phenomenon331

is known from regression analysis where data points which are far from the majority332

of data points or lacking neighboring points have an outstanding leverage on the333

regression results. Such leverage points force the fitted model close to the observed334

value leading to a small residual [45].335

Since the data points on the frequency boundaries have special importance for the336

result they are picked with great care. If necessary the frequency range is reduce to337

ensure a high reliability of the data at the boundaries. The results of the dispersion338

curve fits for the two lithological zones are given in table 1 and graphically displayed339

in the second part of figure 4. The determined damping ratios are about DS = 2.5 %340

for zone 1 and about DS = 6.6 % for zone 2.341

[Table 1 about here.]342

4 Discussion343

The damping ratios DS obtained from model fits for zone 1 range from 2.3 % to344

2.7 %. The calculated damping ratios for zone 2 are between 6.3 % and 6.9 %. The345
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results determined for both polarization directions vary only slightly for each zone.346

This indicates that the applied procedure seems to be fairly robust. Anyhow, we347

have to admit that no further information on damping ratios are available for the348

site or even in the Hannover area for similar lithologies and the depth range down to349

100 m. Thus, we have to rely on a comparison to available data found in literature350

which are still rare for certain geologies and geotechnical environments.351

Table 2 compiles damping ratios from different literature sources for the same or352

similar material as found at the test site. It can be noticed that the literature353

reference values show major variation. A comparison of our experimental damping354

data with those from literature is given in table 3 and shows a good agreement. The355

obtained damping ratio for the shallow sediments match well with the measurements356

of Keiji et al. [46] (2.5 %) and the results for the claystone of zone 2 fall into the357

range of the findings of Lo Presti and Pallarea [47] (3 to 7 %). In addition, the358

calculated P- and S-wave velocities from our test site are in accordance to those359

found in the literature for a similar lithology. Reported velocity values range from360

100-300 ms−1 for S-wave velocities and 300-1800 ms−1 for P-wave velocities in case361

of silt, sand and gravel. Published velocities for claystone are in the range between362

420-800 ms−1 for S-wave and 1800-2400 ms−1 for P-wave [48, 49].363

[Table 2 about here.]364

[Table 3 about here.]365

5 Conclusion366

Our paper presents a method to determine the damping ratio through multi-channel367

spectral analysis of seismic downhole data. We have demonstrated that the damp-368

ing ratio can be determined by fitting the dispersion relation presented by Aki369
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and Richards [35] to experimental dispersion curves extracted from phase velocity370

- frequency spectra. Resulting damping ratios agree well with data published in371

literature.372

From our experiments we can conclude that a high data quality and a sufficiently373

large frequency range is an important criterion for determining reliable and accurate374

damping ratios. Manual picking of the dispersion curve at the maxima of the phase375

velocity - frequency spectra is considered as the most sensitive part of the analysis.376

This is particularly true if work is carried out at materials where small damping377

values can be expected. Furthermore, investigated layers need to be large enough378

to be sampled at a sufficient number of depth locations and large enough to cover379

the longest wave length investigated.380

The multi-channel approach is applicable to experiments where seismic records can381

be acquired at a number of different distances from the source. It may be applied382

not only to downhole test data as presented but also to SCPT data. The transfer383

of the method to crosshole set-ups requires, besides of a suitable borehole source,384

a larger number of boreholes which will limit the applicability due to economical385

reasons. It should be also worth investigating if similar results can be obtained using386

small size vibrators or impulsive S-wave sources.387

The study of the method on artificial data to investigate the effects of layer bound-388

aries and abrupt stiffness changes in the area of the processed wave field on the389

velocity dispersion and the resulting damping ratio deservers an elaborate consid-390

eration during future research.391
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Figure 1. Model data using equation (9) with reference frequency ωref = 2π · 50 s−1

and VS(ωref ) = 371.4 ms−1.
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Figure 2. Downhole Test set-up.
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Figure 4. Phase velocity - frequency spectra for excitation direction E; zone 1 (left),
zone 2 (right), full view (top), detail view (bottom): extracted dispersion curve
points (✷), fitted dispersion curve (dashed line), main branches (A), spatial aliasing
(B), spectral leakage (C). [should appear in color in print and online]
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Table 1
Results of model fit for the two lithological zones and the two excitation direc-
tions (E/W).

VMean Start Parameters Fitted Parameters

Z
on

e

D
ep

th

E
/W

V (ωref ) ωref DS V (ωref ) ωref DS

[m] [ms−1] [ms−1] [2π·s−1] [%] [ms−1] [2π·s−1] [%]

E 306.97 323.85 34.26 3.0 307.00 36.74 2.7
1 5-35

W 306.90 327.37 34.54 2.0 307.01 37.39 2.3

E 499.67 494.00 42.17 8.0 499.37 35.49 6.9
2 35-90

W 501.86 484.00 42.17 6.0 501.31 40.64 6.3
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Table 2
Reported damping ratio values in literature.

Soil Type DS Reference

[%]

Claystone 3-7 Lo Presti & Pallara [47]

Sandstone 1-2 Madhusudhan & Kumar [25]

Gravel (dry) 1-2 Rollins et al. [50]

Saturated sand and Lo Presti & Pallara [47]
clay mixtures

0.05-2
Bayat & Ghalandarzadeh [51]

Sandy silt 2.5 Keiji et al. [46]

Sand and clay 1.5-3.5 Redpath et al. [52]

1.5-2.5 Qian et al. [53]
Clay 2-5 Lo Presti & Pallara [47]

4-7 Mok et al. [54]
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Table 3
Characteristic parameters of the assigned zones.

Zone Depths Measured Values Literature Lithology

References

VP VS DS DS

[m] [ms−1] [ms−1] [%] [%]

1 5-35 ≈ 1700 ≈ 300 2.5 2-3 silt, sand, gravel

2 35-90 ≈ 1900 ≈ 500 6.6 6-7 claystone
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